The full integration of information retrieval
In the single-segment case, after the database reaches a certain size, most of the B* tree growth occurs in the duplicate nodes.
As such, the database buffer pool can accommodate the interior and leaf nodes far longer than for the multi-segment case.
Clearly, as the database grows, at some point the single-segment B* tree size must also exceed the amount of available buffer space. However, after the database reaches a certain size, the 
Discussion of Initial Results
Based on our initial experimentation we make the following observations:
q Using a physical table to store the text index does not yield scaleable performance for both load and retrieval transactions.
As the database grows, load transaction times increases nonlinearly in the multi-segment case, and sublinearly when a single-segment index is employed.
With multi-segment indexing, we observed the lowest retrieval transaction times and sublinear scalability when the occlist attribute was not selected. As such, the best overall performance occurs with a single-segment index for loading, and multi-segment indexing for retrieval when the occlisf attribute is not selected. Thus, our goal is to develop an indexing mechanism for Oracle Rdb that combines the best of these schemes, and is also capable of returning occurrence data to retrieval transactions with the minimum possible penalty. In addition to the properties mentioned above, the cooperative indexing approach benefits from operating completely within a database framework.
Thus, under this model of integration, Et applications can benefit fully from database system features such as integrated backup and recovery, security, replication, and so on.
RDBMS Extensions for Cooperative Indexing
Given the generality of our cooperative indexing model, there are many possible implementations. We have selected an approach that M based on the following assumptions: 0
The DBMS must provide type-specific access methods for supporting cooperative indexing. That is to say, indexing based on typical B-tree or hashing schemes are incapable of handling content-based selection of complex objects such as documents, images, video clips, and so on. Table 5 , we show the average I/O per load transaction across the experiments.
As shown in From the curves in Figure 5 we find that when the occlist attribute is not selected, the prototype exhibits nearly identical retrieval transaction times as compared to the multi-segment case.
When the occlist attribute is selected, the prototype retrieval transactions require much less time than for the multisegment case. Notice that in all cases, the prototype retrieval transactions exhibit sublinear scaleup properties. To properly export IR functionality in a RDBMS context, SQL and the database infrastructure must be appropriately extended.
Given that our work has demonstrated the viability of physically integrating IR and RDBMS, we will now begin addressing the RDBMS extensions that are required to adequately support uncertainty in query processing.
